Zonecheck Addressable
®

Fire Sprinkler Monitoring
Automatic Flow-switch Testing
Life Safety Approved
100% Water Saving
UL 864 & 346 Approved
Code Compliant 24/7
Sustainable System

Zca

Zonecheck Addressable is the only
approved, fully compliant solution for
fire sprinkler testing and monitoring.
Zonecheck Addressable is the first UL approved
life safety fire sprinkler detection system with fully
automated sustainable flow-switch testing. The
system is approved to UL life safety standards
UL346 & UL864 and fully complies with relevant
life safety fire codes. All components from the fire
rated cable down to the special wiring glands are
approved for life safety (other detection systems
are not built to any standards).
Zonecheck Addressable utilises the latest stateof-the-art technology to provide a smart fire
sprinkler detection system. The system is built up
by wiring every Zonecheck (flow-switch tester)
to its own Intelligent Monitoring Module (IMM),
and connecting each IMM via a single loop of
fire resistant cable, to a central controller. The
addressable controller gives locational information
on which flow-switch in the building has been
activated and in the event of any secondary
alarms given either via smoke alarms or other
flow-switches, the controller will know and display
the first flow-switch to operate allowing fire
services to act quicker and pinpoint the seat of the
fire or where water has been discharged.

Full Control

From the controller you can also control a
building’s flow-switch testing routine. Providing
total control for an entire building, the controller
can differentiate from a fire condition signal
and a test, enabling testing to be carried out
independently of all other auxiliary equipment e.g.
smoke vents, fire doors and escalators, isolating
and eliminating the risk of false alarms during
testing. With Zonecheck Addressable, a landlord or
building owner can now remain code compliant
24/7.

Automated Testing

Every flow-switch can either be tested individually,
by group, or simultaneously as required. The
system can be configured for fully automated
testing as per the clients specification (i.e. daily,
weekly, monthly) with all test information
submitted back to the controller. An optional
Zonecheck Addressable printer can provide a
time and date stamped test record. This valuable
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Life safety approved
100% water saving
Automated flow-switch testing
Code compliant testing to UL346
Approved to UL864 life safety
standards
Printed test records via a local printer
100% water saving
Complies to BS EN12845
Gives exact location of primary alarm
in the event of a fire
Auxiliary contacts for external fire
equipment
Building remains life safety code
compliant 24/7

feedback plus the unique ability to perform remote
testing means that the entire system can be
effectively managed from one central location.

All Encompassing Fire Strategy
Fully automated management - The
controller takes care of your testing
routines for you in the background.
Designed to manage a
sprinkler system more
effectively - Tells you
when there is a
problem or fault.

The system can
form part of a
wider fire strategy
for the building.
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Keeps your system
code compliant
24/7.

Solves many issues
related to traditional
testing methods.

The most sustainable way to look after
your sprinkler system while reducing
maintenance and overall costs.
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The only ‘life safety’
approved system of
its kind. No other
system are
approved to these
standards.

Intelligent Flow-switch Testing
the applicable life safety codes.

The intelligent nature of the IMMs mean that
they do much more than just relay information
regarding flow-switch operation and its exact
location within the building. The IMM has
additional capabilities that include the ability to
monitor the local zone isolation valve and the
local ‘mains’ supply. Further to this, the IMM has
the capability for an auxiliary out connection,
which could be used as part of a wider fire
protection strategy (for example – to open local
smoke vents or close fire doors in a given zone).

The system also includes an ‘autorun’ feature
where each Zonecheck pump is run for two
seconds every week to reduce the risk of seizing.
In short, flow-switch testing is just the start –
Zonecheck Addressable forms the basis for an
all-encompassing, flexible and intelligent fire risk
management and detection system.

Green Testing

The addressable system is designed to manage
a sprinkler system more effectively, for example
when a monitored valve is closed a fault alert is
indicated. At this point only authorised personnel
can access the pin-protected controller to mute
the audible alarm (for up to 4 hours). After this
period, the alarm will activate again so that the
system will be managed in strict compliance with

Not only is the system smart, it is also green.
Traditional testing methods would require a pair
of fully trained engineers to travel to site and
manually drain 320 litres of water for every flowswitch. Zonecheck Addressable does all of this
without wasting a drop of water and the entire
building can be tested by an individual standing at
the controller.

How it Works

Each floor or zone has its own Zonecheck, IMM
and zone valve. Each IMM is wired (as part of a
looped system) back to the addressable controller
where all of the Zonechecks in the loop are
monitored. In the event of a fire or fault, the
exact location of the activated flow-switch is
displayed on screen. The information received by
the controller can then be relayed to a building’s
remote fire alarm panel.
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Testing

During testing, a ‘test’ command is transmitted
via the looped system to the IMM(s). Each IMM
operates its local Zonecheck pump and monitors
the flow-switch operating time. If the flow-switch
operates in compliance with code standards,
the IMM records a ‘pass’ and transmits the result
back to the controller. If the flow-switch does
not operate, or operates outside of the code
standard’s required timing, the IMM records a ‘fail’,
relays the information back to the controller and
automatically turns off the pump.

Addressable Loop
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Smart Relay

Approvals

Zonecheck Addressable is approved to UL standards and conforms with the relevant life safety
requirements detailed in BS EN12845, EN54 and NFPA101.

Additional Information

The Zonecheck Addressable system can support a cable length of up to 3 km. Internal batteries continue
to provide ‘life safety’ monitoring for a period of at least 24 hours, even in the event of a power failure. The
controller has the capability to communicate to an external fire alarm system, it will output a ‘test’ signal
during a flow switch test, to avoid false alarms, and relay any status conditions as required. Project Fire’s
sustainable alarm valve tester Bellcheck is also available as an addressable version and can be incorporated
into a wider fully encompassing system.

Fire Detection Panel Smart Link

Zonecheck Addressable is designed to submit fire and fault information to an external fire detection panel.
This is achieved via a smart link with Kentec Syncro panels. A basic ‘fire’ signal can also be submitted via
relay with compatible panels (see document ZCA-CTRL-DT-01/16-1). With Zonecheck Addressable, the loop
is independent from the fire detection loop.

System Components
The Zonecheck manifold connects into wet pipe sprinkler
systems using two mechanical couplings.

Intelligent Monitoring Module

Each Zonecheck requires its own IMM and has the capability
to initiate a flow-switch test and transmit the results back to
the controller. Every IMM box also has the ability to receive an
input from its local monitored zone valve and provision for an
auxillary out connection, which could be used as part of a wider
fire protection strategy.

Controller

Every IMM is wired in a looped system back to the controller.
From here you can manage the entire addressable system.

Printer
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The simple ‘plug and play’ printer requires no set-up. Whenever
the controller has completed a test, whether it be a pass or fail, a
test record is printed out.
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Fire Resistant Cable & Gland

Project Fire have developed a special wiring gland to conform
with life safety standards and the system is wired throughout
with FP200 fire resistant cable.

Designed and manufactured in the UK by Project Fire
Products Ltd. Patent pending No GB1606263.0.
Project Fire Products Ltd
Pasturefields Industrial Estate
Pasturefields Lane
Hixon
Staffordshire
ST18 0PH

01889 271 271
info@projectfire.co.uk
www.addressable.info

Zonecheck™ is a registered product name of Project Fire Products Ltd. We reserve the right to change product specifications as a part of our continuous improvement
policy. This document is Copyright and the property of Project Fire Products Ltd and must not be copied or reproduced without its written permission.

